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ABSTRACT. We generalize the prescription of Kadanoff and Ceva for the 
computation of disorder variables correlation functions in the Ising 
model for continuous field theories with U(l) symmetry. By considering 
the product of order and disorder variables, we obtain a path integral 
representation for fields with generalized statistics. We discuss in 
detail the cases of massless Thirring and Schwinger models. 

RESUMO. Generaliza-se a prescrição de Kadanoff e Ceva para o cálculo 
das funções de correlação das variáveis de desordem no modelo de Ising 
para teorias de campo continuas com simetria U(l). Considerando o produto 
das variáveis ordem e desordem obtemos uma representação de integral de 
caminhos para campos com estatística generalizada. Discute-se a detalhe 
os casos dos modelos de Thirring Schwinger ser massa. 

*Work supported by FAPESP and FINEP. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is a property of two-dimensional world that 

the product of bosonic fields may result in a new field with 

generalized statistics ("spin") not necessarily bose or fermi. 

These fields with unconventional statistics play a central 

role in models like the chiral Gross-Neveu jj.,2j, Z(N) in the 

scaling limit [3] and allow for a generalization of the 

Schwinger and Thirring models [4] . 

In four dimensions. the analogous feature is the 

possibility of building a fermioi.ic field as a product of 

bosonic ones, related by duality relation [Sj , so that the 

dyon build up from scalar electric and magnetic monopole 

fields behaves as a fermion J/£ . 

The functional integral formulation of a field 

theory is only known for fermion or boson fields. It is the 

purpose of this work, to formulate the functional integral 

directly in terms of generalized statistics fields. 

To do this, we make use of the statistical 

mechanics concepts of order and disorder and observe that at 

the classical statistical mechanics level, a bosonized field 

in the Mandelstam form [7J may be viewed as a product of 

order and disorder variables. 

Kadanoff and Ceva [sj have showed how to compute 

correlation functions of such products of order and disorder 

variables, 0 and v, in the two-dimensional Ising model, where 

it is known that a fermion has the structure o v [?"] . 

The method consists in modifying the couplings 

(ferromagnetic -+ antiferromagnetic) along a path joining the 
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disorder variables. Due to the symmetry of the partition 

function, it is proved that this procedure is path independent. 

We generalize their method to a class of 

continuous field theories and arrive in this way at a direct 

bosonization of the functional integral* which allows its 

formulation for generalized statistics fields. 

In section 2, we apply the method to the massless 

Thirring model and obtain the Schwinger correlation functions 

for general spin. We also prove the equivalence of this model 

with a two dimensional electrostatic system composed of 

electric charges and strings of electric dipoles ("magnetic 

monopoles"). The correlation functions are the exponentials 

of the interaction energy of this system and the $ field may 

be considPied as a bound-state charge-"monopole" (dyon). Since 

the charges of this electrostatic system correspond to the 

pseudocharge and the "magnetic-monopoles" correspond to the 

actual charge, it is convenient to modify one's language, 

calling charges what we had called "magnetic-monopoles" and 

vice-versa. 

The selection rules of the model appear in a 

very natural way in this formulation. 

We show that the Euclidean space has a many-

sheeted structure determined by the spin and associate the 

various orderings of the correlation functions to this 

structure. 

We show that our procedure is path independent, 

*After the completion of this work, our attention was called 
by R. Kõberle to a (1976) preprint ITEP-91 (in russian) by 
A. B. Zamolodchikov, where some of our results on the Thirring 
model are already contained. 
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as in Ref. rff . In the massive Thirring model, path independence 

implies quantization of the "magnetic nionoooles" (actual 

charge). 

In section 3, we apply the method to massless 

Schwinger model (QED2). In this case the functional integral 

is path dependent, leading naturally to the gauge invariant 

correlation functions both in the 9 and n vacua LIOJ. 

We prove that the massless Schwinger model is 

equivalent to a two dimensional magnetostatic system of 

magnetic charges and strings of magnetic dipoles (actual 

electric monopoles) embedded in a magnetic plasma. Again the 

gauge invariant correlation functions are the exponentials 

of the interaction energy of this system and the ; field may 

be considered as a bound-state charge-monopole. The effect of 

the plasma is to make the string physical, that is, a tube of 

electric flux, thus confining the actual charges. We may, 

therefore, understand the confinement of the Schwinger model 

as a condensation of magnetic nonopoles in the vacuum, in close 

analogy to the standard picture or. 4-dimensional confinement 

JLlj. This condensate confines the actual charges. 

All features involving many-sheetedness and 

ordering that appeared in the Thirring model are also manifest 

in the Schwinger model. 

By reinterpreting the functional integral and 

disconsidering the cuts along the strings, we obtain also the 

gauge dependent correlation functions in the Landau gauge. 

The functional integral is path independent in this case. 

Our method illowj also for a generalization of 
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the Schwinger model for arbitrary spin. 

In section 4, we summarize our results. 

2. THIRRING MODEL 

We may write the massless Thirring field in the 

form 37j ^we will not worry about constant multiplicative 

factors that are present in the bosonized form of i). 

iay^t {x)-ib; c'Jj *(z)dz / l'N 
.(x) - e x c - • ^ ) (2.1) 

where f is a free massless bosoric field (the pseudo-potential), 

the integral is taken along an arbitrary path C and a and b 

are constants determining uhe spin of <», s = -r- LL2J . 

Let us call 

iay5<t(x) -ib| cMVs $(z)dz 
a(x) = e M(X) = e x̂,c ' y (2.2) 

Then, we have 

i2-n> 5s e (xj - yj) 
n (t,yi)o (t,X!) = o (t,Xi) M (t,-jl le (2.3) 

that is, the commutation between a and v procedures a 

dislocation in the $ field if o is to the right of u and 

leaves it unchanged otherwise. This is the analog of the 

commutation relation between order and disorder variables 

in the Ising model, if we note that the symmetry of that 
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model is a •* -a and of the Thirring model is $ -* $ + K. 

Therefore, we may consider the i> field of the 

Thirring model as a product of an order and a disorder 

variable and generalize the prescription of Kadanoff and 

Ceva for the computation of correlation functions of such 

objects [8j . 

Thus, we write, for the order-order correlation 

function, the Euclidean functional integral 

<o(x)c(y)> = \i ' [Dí2e e (2-4) 

J 

where N is the usual normalization factor. We may put (2.4) 

in the form 

' - ; 3 2 z [ - \ .j.32* + $(z)a(z)j 
> = N rD4>le s 

<o(x)a(y)> = N 

where 

[D4>]e i * l (2.5) 

a(z) = - iaVí(z-x)+Y5 5<z-y>2 (2.6) 
x y 

The integral (2.5) is saturated by the solutions 

of the Poisson equation v2<t> = «. To solve it, we impose $ to 

vanish on a circle of radius R and then take R going to 

infinity. The result is straightforward, giving 

\\à2z a(zM. (z) 
<o(x)o(y^> = e 2j J (2.7) 

with 
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*aí2) « -iar>5 D(2-x)+Y5 D(z-y)] + ia D(-; [YJ + YJJ <2.8) 

where D(z) * - -r- ln(z) is the mass less Green's function, 

satisfying a2D(z) - - 5(z). 

Eq. (2.7) with (2.6) and (2.8) is the exponential 

of the interaction energy of an electrostatic system of two 

charges placed at x and y. 

Evaluating (2.7), and neglecting the classical 

self-energy terns, we arrive directly at the renormalized 

correlation functions 

<oR(x)^(y)> = exp{~ v^Y^?niy-x;+ §^ D(«) [I+Y£Y£] } (2.9) 

The elements (1,1) and (2,2), vanish, because of 

the last term in (2.9), leading to the chiral selection rule. 

For the nonvanishing components (1,2) and (2,1), we get 

<aR(x)^(y)>i2= <aR(x)^(y)>?i = |y-xi
 2lT (2.10) 

This correlation functions are the continuous 

limit cf the low-temperature regime of the X-Y model [13]. 

In the same way as in (2.4), we write for the 

disorder-disorder correlation function 

< v i ( x ) p ( y ) > - N 
„ i[d*z *D2i bf ewv3 *(z)dz 
[D*]e ZJ e 'x,c v " 12.11) 

where C i s an, arbitrary path joining x and y and the exponential 
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of the line integral is real since we are working in the 

Euclidean region. 

We nay put (2.11) in the form 

<u(x)y(y)> « N 0*3' 
d2z[- \ *a2* + •(z)B(z)] 

(2.12) 

with 

ry 
8(2) - -bl euV5(z-ç)âç 

j v v 
x,c 

(2.13) 

Let us show that (2.12) is path independent. To do this, 

observe that 

ewv3 <Mz)dz = bj ewva *(v)dz + b 

'x,c 'x,c' 

326 d2Z (2.14) 

where S is the region closed by C and C*. Inserting (2.14) 

in (2.11) and making a change of variable <f> •* $ + 2a within 

the region S, we obtain the same expression with C instead 

of C. The boundary divergent term which eventually could 

arise can be incorporated in the renormalization factor of 

v and u. 

Again (2.12) is saturated by the solutions of the 

Poisson equation with the source, $, given by a string of 

electric dipoles. 

Computing (2.12), we obtain 

<v(x)77y)> » e 2 
d2z 6(z)#$(s) 

(2.15) 
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where 

• U) = ^-[arg(z-x) - arg(z-y)] (2.16) 
0 2* 

Evaluating the integral in (2.13) we arrive at 

<u(x)w(y)> « exp{- £ £njy-xj} - [y-xj 2 n (2 .17) 
R R " 

In the various steps leading to (2.17) we have 

used the Cauchy-Riemann equations 

e,,iV3 [arg(z-x)-arg(z-yf] * 3W [ m | z -xj - in jz-y Q+ 2ir 
fY 

Siz-OdC^ 

x,c 

(2.18) 

and neglected the terms corresponding to the self-energy of 

the string and of the "monopoles" at its ends, getting in 

this way the renormalized disorder correlation functions. 

Eq. (2.17) is the exponential of the interaction 

energy of a "monopole" - "anti-monopole" pair placed 

respectively at x and y. Note that the fact that charges in 

the computation of the order correlation function are pure 

imaginary whereas the monopoles appearing in the disorder 

correlation functions are real is trivially related to the 

fact that opposite charges atract each other and opposite 

currents repel. 

Since the <M> correlation function vanishes 

because of the long range behaviour of the monopole field, 
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one obtains the charge selection rule of the Thirring model. 

To arrive at the <s> field correlation functions, 

we consider now the four-point order-disorder Schwinger 

function 

<Hx)i (y)> s lint <<j(xJ)y<x2)o(yi)v(y2)
> (2.19) 

R R x ,x-*x 

In the same way, we obtain for (2.19) 

2 v*2 

<^{x)v(y)> - lim exp{—- TTJYJ anjy^x, | - J- an|y2x2S + 
R R X , x -*x y 

1 2 
y j » y 2 * y 

+ | ~ frrj a rgixj - y2) - y* arg(yj- x2) - Y£ arg(xj- x2) + 

+ YJ a rg iy , - y2)} + a2D(«) [l + Y* Y£J > (2.20) 

The above expression now corresponds to the 

exponential of the interaction energy of a system of imaginary 

charges and real "monopoles". The selection rules obtained 

before are also present here. 

Notice that the mixed four-point function is now 

multisheeted and path independence is valid only if charges 

do not cross strings, as in the analogous Ising problem [8,9j . 

This fact will reflect itself in the ambiguity related to the 

various orderings of correlation functions. 

When we take the limit in (2,20), there appears 

an ambiguity arg(0) + arg(O). This ambiguity is related, to a 
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direction dependent renonaa li ration factor already present 

in the operator formulation of the theory [ M ] • W» overcome 

it by taking the lim^t in opposite angles. 

A second ambiguity of the form e1 *s, a»0, *1, 

±2,..., arises depending on the number of times, m. Me cross 

the string when we take the limit xt - x2 « x and y! • y2 « y. 

This ambiguity is intrinsic of our formulation and as we 

shall see, highly desirable. 

Then, after taking the limit we obtain, for the 

(1,2) component, for instance, 

im2«s - *-~ in|y-x|- is[arg(y-x)+arg(x-y) 
<v'R(x)?R(y)>I2 * « « 

(2.21) 

Eq. (2.21) is, except for the ambiguity factor, 

exactly the Schwinger function corresponding to the continuous 

spin, Klaiber Solutions [4,123* 

The general correlation function for the * field 

would be obtained by considering the exponential of the 

interaction energy of a system with an arbitrary number of 

charges and "monopoles". 

Observe now that our functional integral is the 

sane for <**> as well as for <**>. These functions are in 

general different and the ambiguity factor in front of (2.21) 

gives us the various possibilities. It is a signal of the 

many-sheetedness of the space, the number of sheets depending 

on the spin. Por bosons there is only one sheet, for fermiors 

two, for spin 1/3, for instance, there are three sheets and 

so on» 
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For fermions, we obtain <i^> by taking the limit 

with the two charges in the same sheet (m = 0, ±2,...) and 

<$ij>> is obtained with one of them in the first sheet and the 

other in the second one (m = ±1,±3,...). 

For unconventional spin, the Schwinger functions 

of the • field are themselves multivalued. We ilustrate the 

s s 1/3 case: Starting frcm <i^> and changing the order in 

tha Schwinger function, we get. 

. 2n . 4n_ , 6^ . 8* 
3 - _1 3 - 3 - ~ 3 

, 10* 12ir 
3 - 3 -

= e <4»íí»>3= e < W > i s ... (2.22) 

indicating chat <••> and <<l><i>> have three sheets, differing 

each one by the factor e %' . The subscript indicates the 

sheet in consideration. <**>] n a s tne same value as <?*>2, 

<4*?>2 has the same value as <tf4>3 and <W>$ has the same 

value as <i><l>>l. 

Taking the limit with the two charges in the 

same sheet of our Euclidean space (m • 0, ±3,...) we obtain 

<t?>i or <4"li>2f with one charge in the first sheet and the 

other in the second one (m » 1,4,7...,-2,-5,-8,...), we 

obtain < < H > 2 or <Ttp>3 and taking the limit with one charge 

in the first sheet and the other in the third one (m - 2, 

5,8,..,-1,-4,-7...) we get <i|/i>3 or <••>!• 

Let us now observe that the spin of the field * 

is closely related to the topology of certain spaces. Consider 

the curves connecting the two charges before we take the limit. 
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In the many sheeted Euclidean space we have been considering, 

with two branch points placed at x and y , these curves 

belong to topologically inequivalent classes, characterized 

by the number m. 

Therefore, we can not associate a certain 

ordering of the correlation functions with a unique topological 

class. 

Consider now a two-dimensional space with a 

circular hole with diammetrically opposite points identifyed. 

If we place the two charges in this space, the curves connecting 

them, belong to only two topological classes characterized by 

m even and m odd respectively (m is the number of times a 

certain curve crosses the hole). This hole is a deformation 

of the cut along the string so we see that for fermions, the 

two possible orderings of the correlation function are 

associated to the topologically inequivalent classes of this 

space. 

For spin 1/3, for instance, we must consider a 

space with a circular hole in which every three points placed 

at 120° from each other are identifyed. This space has three 

topological classes, each one corresponding to a certain sheet 

of the s * 1/3 Schwinger functions. 

In this way, for every value of the spin we way 

construct a space whose topology is associated to the various 

orderings of the correlation functions. This observation 

suggests a topological interpretation for the statistics of a 

field. 

Let us finally remark that constructing the 
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disorder-disorder correlation function for the massive 

Thirring model along the lines described in Eqs. (2.11-13), 

we would be able to show that due to the cosine term, path 

independence implies quantization of b. This agrees with 

what is known from an analysis of the operator solution [12]• 

3. MASSLESS SCKWINGER MODEL 

The bosonized torn» of the Schwinger model 

Lagrangian density in the Euclidean region is 

Sen 2 4 yv uv j - v u 2* v v 

(3.1) 

where • is the pseudopotential and the last tA.rm exhibits 

the d dependence of the theory. 

In the functional framework we shall integrate 

the negative exponential of (3.1) with the external legs 

insertions over $ and the transversal A . 
v 

Notice that contrary to the conventional Grassmann 

formulation, the current that couples to the electromagnetic 

field is identically conserved. A gauge transformation, 

therefore, leaves the fermionic degrees of freedom unchanged. 

This means that in this framework we will automatically 

compute the gauge invariant correlation functions. For instance, 

we have 

-ief A (Ode . 
<T(x,y) E <<Mx)e >x,av v *(y)> -
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N l [ l D A t j [D*]e S c h e x p { i / 7 [ y ^ ( x ) - i i eWV3 $ (z )dz + Y,5f<My)11 

' JX,C 

( 3 .2 ) 

where the coeficients a and b corresponding to the ferraionic 

degrees of freedom have been fixed to be both equal to /rT, 

since the Schwinger model couples the electromagnetic field 

to a canonical fermion (a=b=/iT). 

T Integrating first over A , all the possible 

windings of the electromagnetic field are included, since the 

electromagnetic action is finite for any topological charge. 

Therefore, in this case, (3.2) should describe the ô vacua 

correlation function. 

<6|T(x,y)|e> - N [p$Je ' e * 

where a and 8 are given by (2.5) and (2.12) respectively. 

Note that (3.3) differs from the corresponding 

equations (2.5, 2.12 and 2.19) of the Thirring model by the 

mass that the 4» field has acquired. The origin of this mass 

can be traced back to the fact that the coupling to the A 

field provides us (going now to a language dual to the one 

employed in section 2) with a background of magnetic sources, 

so that the A integration has the result of producing a 

magnetic plasma. It is immediatly apparent that due to this 

mass term the chiral selection rule will be lost and that the 

e vacua can be regarded as a chiral (magnetic monopole) 

condensate. 
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The <? integration is new saturated by the 

solutions of the massive Poiason equation yelding the result 

iy fy 

x,c x.c 

fy it A (O) i 4 [ > 5 + Y 3 

i»| [^"Vitx-UryV^Jí.ly-OJü^e e Z X r (3.4) 

The siç.i amciguity has che same origin as in the 

Thirring model and ÍE related to the two possible ord^rings. 

&(z) is tho massive tvo dimensional Green's function. 

This equation indeed reproduces the unrenormaliz*d 

gauye invariant 2-porlnt function of the Schwinge.c model 

computed by srar.âard rúethods [161. 

Due to the short range nature ox the <> potential, 

the electric field is concentrated in a thin tube along the 

string. The aohysical string of tho Thirring model now becomes 

a physical confining tubo of slectric flux whose width is of 

order 1/e. The interaction energy, now depends on the ahape 

and size of the string, as is clearly seen from (3.4). 

The present description of QED2 closely parallels 

the expected behaviour of a 4-dimensional confining theory [llj 

The /w gaugo correlation functions of r<sf. TlO] 

can be obtained by simply removing the string with the 

associated flux tube (3 * 0 in eq. (3.3)) obtaining thus for 

the first time a path integrrl formulation for this noncanonica 

gauge. 
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We see that the spurionization of charge of this 

gauge reflects itself in the total absence of charges(endpoints 

of magnetic dipole strings) in the corresponding classical 

system. 

Kence, performing <; integration in (3.3) with 

0 = 0, we get the well known result 

<e!íR(x)íR(y>Í3> = e
 x y e Z x y (3.5) 

In order to study the tunnelling amplitudes 

between different n vacua, and to identify the relevant windi. 

numbers of the A field, it is convenient to perform first 

.he integration over fermionic degrees of freedom. Using our 

method, we reobtain the results of refs. [l6,17] without 

having to resort to clustering properties and without explicit: 

ise of 'tHooft rifijj Atiyah-Singer [19,2o] mechanism. 

Doing $ integration, we get 

<n|T(x,y)jO> - ±<*R(x)*R(y)> N [DA<n>]exP{- e 2 . „ i d2z[ÍAT(-32+ SI) A 
>»2 u IF 

.»X 1 MX, - ieA^[-ieWA3x[Y5D(5-x)+Y5D(z-y)]+ f; cMA3A[arg(z-x)-arg(2-y)]]l}e 

v. 13 we now restrict ourselves to configurations with winding 

number n and <*R(x)*_(y)>0 is given by (2.20) (with a « b « /Ü) 

Observe that the only configurations that will 

:cntributtí in (3.6) are the ones whose Chern number n are 

?qi*al to half of the chirality carried by the operator T(x,y), 

ir. our example either 0, ±2. 
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Using the fact that asymptotically A behaves 

like ̂ -2 e^â D(z), we might collect the long distance 
e v 

diverging contributions in the multiplicative factor 

exp{-I- D(-)[2n - (Y* + Y,5,)]2> (3.7) 

which corresponds to the realization of the 'tHooft-Atiyah-

Singer mechanism in this formulation. 

Computing (3.6) with the correct winding number 

we reobtain eq. (3.4). 

Again, by dropping the string and performing first 

the * integration, we are led to the /7 gauge tunnelling 

amplitudes. It is straighforward that in this case the relevant 

winding number contributing to the one point function <^(x)> 

is ±1/2. These configurations wich are known to be related to 

the confining properties of the Schwinger model [l7,2l] are 

not compactifiable and the fact that this one-point function 

is non-vanishing had not yet been understood within the 

traditional path integral framework. Nevertheless, our results 

suggest that there is some generalization of 'tHooft-Atiyah-

Singer mechanism for such configurations. 

By reinterpreting the right hand side of (3.6) 

as being defined in the many-sheeted Euclidean space, we can 

obtain the gauge dependent tunnelling amplitudes <n|Mx)<My)|0> 

in the Landau gauge. This reinterpretation amounts to dropping 

the & term in the Cauchy-Riemann equation (2.18) which will 

eliminate the string and lead us directly to the expression 

obtained in ref. [22] in the traditional way. The functional 
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integral now becarnes path independent, up to the ambiguity 

in sign. 

In all cases considered here, we can obtain the 

more general correlation functions by sinply introducing more 

charges (strings) and magnetic monopoles and computing the 

exponential of the corresponding classical interaction energy. 

The previous discussion could be generalized to 

the coupling of the electromagnetic field to a generic Thirring 

field (a and b arbitrary). The main novel feature would be 

that the relevant winding number of the A field would be 
v 

integer muliples of the spin of the Thirring field and 

therefore in the generic case, noncompactifiable [15^. 

All that we said about many sheetedness orderings 

and path topology in section 2 is also true here. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based in the order-disorder structure of two-

dimensional bosonized fields, we have given a general functional 

integral formulation for fields with an arbitrary spin. Of 

course, if we have fermi or bose statistics, our formulation 

reproduces the results obtained by using standard methods. 

Nevertheless, it gives a new insight into those problems. 

In the Thirring model, for instance, we have been 

able to obtain with our functional integral method, the general 

Klaiber solution. Such a formulation will be certainly needed 

in other models where general statistics fields play a role. 

For instance we expect it to be useful in obtaining Green's 

functions of the chiral Gross-Neveu model, and possibly also 
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in the investigation of the scaling limit of Z(N) generalizations 

of the Ising model. 

On the other hand in the "Schwinger model we 

reobtain well known results from a different point of view. 

We were also able to compute via path integrals the correlation 

functions in a noncanonical gauge like the /rT gauge, exhibiting 

a mechanism that seems to go beyond the classical 'tHooft-

Atiyah-Singer one. 
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